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Abstract
Reducing the temperature of a solar cell increases its efficiency and lifetime. This can be achieved by radiative cooling, a passive and simple method relying on materials that dump heat into outer space by thermal emission within the atmosphere transparency window between 8 and 13 μm. As most radiative coolers are expensive or possibly UV unstable, we have recently proposed cement-based solutions as a robust and cost-effective alternative. However, the assessment model used describes the cell in the radiative limit and with perfect thermal coupling to the cooler, in line with the literature. In this work, we lift these two approximations, by incorporating Auger and Shockley–Read–Hall nonradiative recombination and a finite heat transfer coefficient at the cell/cooler interface, to obtain a thermal description of the cell/cooler stack closer to reality, while preserving the universality and transparency of the detailed-balance approach. We use this model to demonstrate that the cell performance gains provided by a radiative cooler are underestimated in the radiative limit and are hence more prominent in devices with stronger nonradiative recombination. Furthermore, we quantify the relation between cell temperature and heat transfer coefficient at the cell/cooler interface and show how this can be used to define design requirements. The extended model developed, and the resulting observations provide important guidelines toward the practical realization of novel radiative coolers for solar cells, including cement-based ones.
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1 | INTRODUCTION
Following the experimental demonstration of subambient temperature under direct sunlight in 2014,1 radiative cooling has been attracting a lot of interest in the scientific community as a thermal management solution for buildings and solar cells.2 In solar cells, the strategy is to employ a radiative cooler as a heat sink that captures and radiates out of the system excess heat generated upon sunlight absorption,3 as shown in Figure 1. The resulting temperature reduction brings two important benefits to the solar cell: (1) it enhances its power conversion efficiency, by roughly 0.45%/K of relative increase in silicon-based devices4 and (2) it extends its lifetime, by about 2 × /10K according to an estimate based on Arrhenius’ law.5

The defining feature of radiative coolers is their ability to emit as much thermal radiation as a black-body (BB) within the so-called atmosphere transparency window (AW) between 8 and 13 μm, quantified by a spectral emissivity $A_{\lambda}$ close to unity.7 Because the BB radiation is peaked inside the AW at terrestrial temperatures, these bodies...
Indeed, the main radiation sources, with a properly engineered microstructure into the SQ model that is, radiative (RAD) which makes two In these works, we have predicted meta-materials and hierarchic simplicity of this thermal management solution, researchers could imply a temperature or surface-patterned and could approach the spectrum of the ideal broad-band emitter for solar cells.\textsuperscript{16,17} Because of the reliance of the former on scarce elements (Ag, Hf)\textsuperscript{18} or complex fabrication processes and the potential UV instability of the latter,\textsuperscript{9} large-scale applicability of these solutions is unclear. In an attempt to combine performance, low cost and reliability, we have recently proposed cement-based materials as a novel class of radiative coolers for solar cells.\textsuperscript{6,19} In these works, we have predicted that the spectral emissivity of a 100\textmu m slab of Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) paste\textsuperscript{20} with a properly engineered microstructure could approach the spectrum of the ideal broad-band emitter for solar cells, as shown in Figure 2. These predictions agree with recent experimental work on similar materials\textsuperscript{21,22} and could imply a temperature reduction in silicon-based solar cells of up to 19K according to the principle of detailed balance, leading to up to 9\% of efficiency relative increase and up to four times of lifetime extension.

Yet, our theoretical assessment has relied on the state-of-the-art detailed-balance model commonly employed to describe the energetics of photovoltaic systems with radiative coolers,\textsuperscript{3,15,23} which makes two important assumptions: (1) the solar cell is described by the Shockley–Queisser (SQ) model in the radiative limit,\textsuperscript{24} that is, radiative (RAD) recombination of photo-generated charge carriers is the only electrical loss mechanism taken into account; (2) the cell and the cooler are assumed to have perfect thermal coupling, that is, they are isothermal.

In this work, we have extended our previous analysis by lifting these two approximations, to obtain a more accurate evaluation of the cooling potential of the cement paste considered and useful guidelines at material/device level. In particular:

1. We have started by incorporating Auger (AUG) and Shockley–Read–Hall (SRH) nonradiative recombination\textsuperscript{25} into the SQ model that describes the solar cell within the system depicted in Figure 1;
their dependence on temperature suggests a significant impact on the thermal behavior of the system. To the best of our knowledge, in the context of detailed-balance descriptions of photovoltaic systems with radiative coolers, Auger recombination has been considered only once, though only for the specific case of silicon-based devices, while SRH recombination has never been. To discuss their impact in a general setting and refrain from limiting ourselves to specific cases, we have incorporated these mechanisms in a parametric form that separates their dependence on temperature from the one on quantities characteristic of a given material/technology. The latter are grouped into a pair of values per mechanism, namely, the semiconductor band gap $E_g$ and a hereby defined $\beta$ parameter quantifying the strength of the nonradiative recombination channel considered ($\beta_{\text{AUG}}$ for Auger, $\beta_{\text{SRH}}$ for SRH). This has let us express the temperature reduction and associated efficiency gain brought by the radiative cooler as a function of the triplet $(E_g, \beta_{\text{AUG}}, \beta_{\text{SRH}})$, which encapsulates the most relevant properties of a given solar cell material/technology and simplifies the treatment by merging quantities with indistinguishable impact on the device performance into a single one.

2. Then, we have lifted the approximation of perfect thermal coupling between cell and cooler by introducing a finite heat transfer coefficient $h_{\text{TC}}$ at their interface, as shown in Figure 1. The corresponding thermal resistance cannot be neglected, because of the poor adhesion properties of cement-based materials, and might play a role also in solutions with better mechanical properties but affected by acoustic mismatch. The resulting thermal barrier establishes a temperature difference between cell and cooler, weakening the cell temperature reduction. We have quantified this effect and defined thermal contact requirements for the cement-based radiative cooler.

## METHODS

To assess the radiative cooling performance, we have compared the solar cell operating temperature with and without a thermally coupled cement slab having the spectral emissivity of Figure 2. We have determined this temperature by considering the detailed-balance model depicted in Figure 1, describing the energetics of the device and its environment. For simplicity, a mirror with ideal reflection and thermal insulation is placed at the bottom of the device, so that all energy exchanges between the latter and the environment take place on the same top surface. We have adopted a configuration with the cooler below the cell to prevent blocking of the solar radiation by the former and make the design feasible also for bulky materials such as cements, with a view toward building-integrated photovoltaics, solar cells built onto building structural elements have been reported in the recent literature. To not block the radiation emitted by the cooler, the cell must have enough contact-free space, with bifacial devices being more attractive in this sense, and a cover glass transparent around the atmospheric window, such as a polyethylene-based one. Alternatively, one could envision the use of a radiative cooler with fast planar heat propagation and part or all of its surface area free from the solar cell, from which to eject thermal radiation.

Thanks to this model, one can obtain the net power density of the cell ($P_{\text{net}}^{\text{SC}}$) and the cooler ($P_{\text{net}}^{\text{RC}}$) as a function of their temperatures $T_{\text{SC}}$ and $T_{\text{RC}}$ and of other quantities dependent on the technology considered and on the environmental conditions, according to the following equations:

$$P_{\text{net}}^{\text{SC}}(T_{\text{SC}}, T_{\text{RC}}) = 0$$

$$P_{\text{net}}^{\text{RC}}(T_{\text{SC}}, T_{\text{RC}}) = 0$$

If perfect thermal coupling between cell and cooler is assumed, then these are isothermal, that is, $T_{\text{SC}} = T_{\text{RC}} = T$, and Equation (2) reduces to $P_{\text{net}}(T) = 0$, with

$$P_{\text{net}}(T) = P_{\text{rad}}^{\text{SC}} - P_{\text{Sun}} + P_{\text{el}} + P_{\text{con}}^{\text{RC}} - P_{\text{atm}} + P_{\text{con}}^{\text{top}}$$

This isothermal model is the one typically employed in the literature, by generalizing it to the case of nonzero thermal contact resistance, that is, finite heat transfer coefficient, at the cell/cooler interface (Equations 1a, 1b, and 2), we have enabled the description of a larger set of systems.
As discussed in Section 1, we have first incorporated Auger and SRH recombination into the computation of $P_{el}$ by adopting the following expression for the cell current density $J$ as a function of its voltage $V$:

$$J(V) = J_{PH}(V) - J_{RAD}(V) - J_{AUG}(V) - J_{SRH}(V)$$  \(4\)

where only the independent variable $V$ has been written explicitly for the sake of clarity. Then, we have calculated $P_{el}$ as the product between the cell output current density and voltage at maximum-power-point (MPP):

$$P_{el} = J_{MPP} V_{MPP} = \max_{V} \{J(V)V\}$$  \(5\)

In Equation (4), $J_{PH}$, $J_{RAD}$, $J_{AUG}$, and $J_{SRH}$ are the current densities corresponding to photo-generation and radiative, Auger, and SRH recombination of charge carriers, respectively. $J_{PH}$ and $J_{RAD}$ are the only terms considered in the original SQ model corresponding to the radiative limit, that is, the case with negligible nonradiative recombination; we have calculated them by multiplying the photon absorption and emission rates for the elementary charge $e$. At the same time, we have used well-established expressions for the Auger and SRH current densities. The corresponding equations, with all dependencies explicitly written, are as follows:

$$J_{PH}(E_\lambda) = e^{\frac{h c}{k T}} \frac{\lambda}{h c} E_{Sun}(\lambda)$$  \(6a\)

$$J_{RAD}(T, V, E_\lambda) = e^{\frac{h c}{k T}} \frac{\lambda}{h c} \sigma_{\lambda, T, V}(\lambda, T, V)$$  \(6b\)

$$J_{AUG}(T, V, E_\lambda) = J_{AUG}^{(0)}(T, E_\lambda) \beta_{AUG}(\frac{3eV}{2k T})$$  \(6c\)

$$J_{SRH}(T, V, E_\lambda, \beta_{SRH}) = J_{SRH}^{(0)}(T, E_\lambda) \beta_{SRH} \frac{eV}{2k T}$$  \(6d\)

Here, $E_{Sun}$ is the AM1.5g Sun spectral irradiance$^{29}$; $I_{BB}^{\lambda, T, V}(\lambda, T, V)$ is the BB spectral radiance under bias$^{40}$, $T$, and $V$, and $E_\lambda$ are the solar cell temperature, output voltage, and band gap, respectively; $\lambda$ is the radiation wavelength; and $c$, $h$, and $k$ are speed of light, Planck's constant, and Boltzmann's constant.

We have already adopted the hereby defined $\beta$ parameters in Equations (6c) and (6d), whose motivation has been given in the Introduction:

$$\beta_{AUG} = e W C_{AUG}(300K) N_v^{3/2}(300K) N_c^{3/2}(300K)$$  \(7a\)

$$\beta_{SRH} = \frac{e W N_v^{1/2}(300K) N_c^{1/2}(300K)}{2 T_{SRH}(300K)}$$  \(7b\)

Here, $C_{AUG}$, $f_{SRH}$, $N_v$, $N_c$, and $W$ are the Auger coefficient, SRH lifetime, valence and conduction band effective density-of-states, and thickness of the solar cell semiconductor. The $\beta$ parameters quantify the strength of the corresponding nonradiative recombination mechanism and have let us separate temperature dependence from technology-dependent quantities. Their definition naturally emerges from the expressions$^{37,38}$

$$J_{AUG}^{(0)} = e W C_{AUG} n_i^3 \beta_{AUG} \left(\frac{T}{300K}\right)^5 \exp\left(-\frac{3E_g}{2kT}\right)$$  \(8a\)

$$J_{SRH}^{(0)} = \frac{e W n_i}{2 T_{SRH}} \beta_{SRH} \left(\frac{T}{300K}\right)^3 \exp\left(-\frac{E_g}{2kT}\right)$$  \(8b\)

where $n_i$ is the semiconductor intrinsic carrier concentration, upon application of the following substitutions$^{41,42}$:

$$C_{AUG} = C_{AUG}(300K) \left(\frac{T}{300K}\right)^{1/2}$$  \(9a\)

$$f_{SRH} = f_{SRH}(300K) \left(\frac{T}{300K}\right)^{-3/2}$$  \(9b\)

$$n_i = \sqrt{N_v N_c} \exp\left(-\frac{E_g}{2kT}\right)$$  \(9c\)

$$N_v = N_v(300K) \left(\frac{T}{300K}\right)^{3/2}$$  \(9d\)

$$N_c = N_c(300K) \left(\frac{T}{300K}\right)^{3/2}$$  \(9e\)

Several expressions are available in the literature for the temperature dependence of the Auger coefficient$^{43-45}$; for completeness, we have verified that they provide results comparable with Equation (9a).

We have calculated the other power densities appearing in Equation (3) as follows:

$$\rho_{rad}^{SC} = \pi \int_0^{\frac{hc}{k T}} d\lambda \int_0^{\frac{hc}{k T}} d\lambda \sigma_{\lambda, T, V}(\lambda, T_{SC}, V_{MPP})$$  \(10a\)

$$\rho_{Sun} = \int_0^{\frac{hc}{k T}} d\lambda E_{\lambda, SC}^{Sun}(\lambda)$$  \(10b\)

$$\rho_{rad}^{RC} = \int_0^{2\pi} d\Omega \cos\theta \int_0^{\infty} d\lambda A_{\lambda, T, V}^{RC}(\lambda, \theta) I_{\lambda, T_{RC}, 0}$$  \(10c\)

$$\rho_{atm} = \int_0^{2\pi} d\Omega \cos\theta \int_0^{\infty} d\lambda A_{\lambda, T, V}^{atm}(\lambda, \theta) A_{\lambda, T, V}^{RC}(\lambda, \theta) I_{\lambda, T_{0}, 0}$$  \(10d\)

$$\rho_{conv} = \beta_{AUG} T_{SC} - T_0$$  \(10e\)

where $T_{SC}$ = $T_{RC}$ = $T$ in case of perfect cell/cooler thermal contact. Here, $A_{\lambda, T, V}^{RC}$ is the spectral directional absorbance/emissivity of the
3 | RESULTS

We have started by simulating the temperature dependence of the power conversion efficiency at MPP \( \eta = P_{el} / P_{sun} \) of two of the most representative single-junction solar cell technologies, namely, silicon (Si) and gallium arsenide (GaAs), without cooler. \( P_{sun}^{\text{tot}} \approx 1000 \text{Wm}^{-2} \) is the total power density incoming from the Sun, which can be obtained by integrating \( E_{\text{sun}}^{\lambda} \) across all wavelengths. On the other hand, we have obtained \( P_{el} \) by plugging Equation (4) into Equation (5). In particular, we have considered the radiative limit \( (J_{\text{AUG}} = 0 \) and \( J_{\text{SRH}} = 0) \) and the cases where Auger and SRH recombination are individually or simultaneously accounted for by setting \( J_{\text{AUG}} \neq 0 \) and/or \( J_{\text{SRH}} \neq 0 \). The results of the simulations are shown in Figure 3A for silicon and Figure 3B for gallium arsenide, while the model parameters used are summarized in Table 1 together with their sources.

First, the predicted power conversion efficiency becomes smaller for all temperatures as more recombination channels are taken into account. In addition to this fairly trivial result, the calculated curves show that the predicted temperature coefficient of the power conversion efficiency \( \partial \eta / \partial T \) increases by approximately a factor of 2 as more nonradiative mechanisms are included. Since this corresponds to a better description of the device behavior, it implies that the temperature-driven performance degradation of single-junction solar cells is underestimated in the radiative limit. Moreover, since the lower power conversion efficiency implies that less energy is delivered to the end user, additional energy remains trapped within the cell, with a resulting heating effect that cannot be compensated for by

**TABLE 1** Parameter values used for the simulation of Si and GaAs solar cells, namely, band gap \( E_g \), thickness \( W \), Auger coefficient \( C_{\text{AUG}} \), SRH lifetime \( \tau_{\text{SRH}} \), and valence and conduction band effective density-of-states \( N_v \) and \( N_c \) of the solar cell semiconductor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>GaAs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( E_g / \text{eV} )</td>
<td>1.12$^{41}$</td>
<td>1.43$^{41}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( W / \mu m )</td>
<td>200$^{25}$</td>
<td>2$^{48}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{\text{AUG}}(300K) / \text{cm}^6 \text{s}^{-1} )</td>
<td>$3.88 \times 10^{-3145}$</td>
<td>$1.00 \times 10^{-3041}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_{\text{SRH}}(300K) / \text{s} )</td>
<td>$10 \times 10^{-349}$</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-3450}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N_v(300K) / \text{cm}^{-3} )</td>
<td>$3.22 \times 10^{1941}$</td>
<td>$4.45 \times 10^{1951}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N_c(300K) / \text{cm}^{-3} )</td>
<td>$1.80 \times 10^{1941}$</td>
<td>$7.72 \times 10^{1851}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![FIGURE 3](https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/pip.3758) Temperature dependence of the power conversion efficiency of single-junction solar cells calculated with a Shockley–Queisser model incorporating different combinations of radiative and nonradiative losses of photo-generated charge carriers: (A) silicon (Si) based solar cell. (B) Gallium arsenide (GaAs)-based solar cell. (C) The temperature coefficient \( \partial \eta / \partial T \) of the lines is reported together with the solar cell operating (steady-state) temperature, which is marked by a cross. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
the corresponding slight increase of thermal emission due to radiative recombination. This suggests that the solar cell settles at a higher operating temperature than the one predicted in the radiative limit, as we have confirmed by determining the solar cell steady-state temperature for all recombination settings considered in Figure 3A, B. In particular, we have solved $P_{SC}^{net} = 0$ with respect to $T_{SC}$ for the case without radiative cooler, which can be obtained by setting $P_{int}^{con} = 0$ in Equation (1a). The obtained $(T_{SC}, \eta)$ working points are marked by a cross in Figure 3A, B, and, as expected, move toward higher temperatures as more nonradiative recombination channels are taken into account. In conclusion, by incorporating nonradiative terms into the detailed-balance description of the solar cell, we have verified that the solar cell efficiency is lower than what is expected in the radiative limit not only because of the higher overall recombination rate at fixed temperature but also because the presence of nonradiative recombination leads to a higher operating temperature, whose corresponding performance degradation is amplified by the larger temperature coefficient $\partial T \eta$.

Next, we have determined the cell temperature reduction $\Delta T_{SC} = T_{SC}(\text{with cooler}) - T_{SC}(\text{without cooler})$ and power conversion efficiency gain $\Delta \eta = \eta(\text{with cooler}) - \eta(\text{without cooler})$ as a function of the solar cell band gap $E_g$ and nonradiative recombination strength $\beta$, for both Auger ($\beta_{AUG}$) and SRH ($\beta_{SRH}$) mechanisms, in the case of perfect coupling to the cement-based radiative cooler considered. By parametrically varying $E_g$, $\beta_{AUG}$, and $\beta_{SRH}$, we have covered all the systems that can be described by the detailed-balance model used in this work. Analysis of a certain solar cell material/technology can be done by simply identifying the corresponding $(E_g, \beta_{AUG}, \beta_{SRH})$ point.

The results of our simulations are shown in Figures 4 and 5, where we have considered the model with radiative and Auger recombination, but no SRH ($\beta_{AUG} \neq 0$ and $\beta_{SRH} = 0$), and the model with radiative and SRH recombination, but no Auger ($\beta_{SRH} \neq 0$ and $\beta_{AUG} = 0$), respectively. Thanks to this separation, we have obtained 2D maps that provide a clear and convenient graphical representation of the interplay between solar cell band gap, strength of the nonradiative recombination channels, and performance of the radiative cooler.

**FIGURE 4** Performance of the cement-based radiative cooler as a function of the solar cell band gap and Auger recombination strength, with radiative recombination accounted for, but SRH recombination neglected: (A) solar cell operating temperature variation. (B) Solar cell power conversion efficiency gain. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

**FIGURE 5** Performance of the cement-based radiative cooler as a function of the solar cell band gap and Shockley–Read–Hall (SRH) recombination strength, with radiative recombination accounted for, but Auger recombination neglected: (A) solar cell operating temperature variation. B) solar cell power conversion efficiency gain. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
For completeness, we have highlighted the points corresponding to silicon and gallium arsenide solar cells, by assigning the values corresponding to Table 1 to $E_g$, $\beta_{\text{AUG}}$, and $\beta_{\text{SRH}}$.

The impact of the radiative cooler is more significant for larger values of the $\beta$ parameters, that is, for increasing strength of Auger and SRH recombination, regardless of the solar cell band gap. This can be readily inferred from Figures 4A and 5A, by observing that increasing $\beta$ corresponds to crossing “equipotential” curves with increasing $\Delta T_{\text{SC}}$. This behavior is due to the tendency of the cell and thus the cooler to reach a higher temperature, which increases the amount of thermal radiation emitted and the subsequent reduction in temperature. As consequence, the benefits of radiative cooling are more prominent in devices departing from the radiative limit (intercept with the $E_g$ axis), which leads to an underestimation of the obtainable gains, although the cooling performance is excellent also in cells with negligible nonradiative recombination. Indeed, below a certain $\beta$, the temperature reduction becomes independent of this parameter (“vertical” equipotential curves) at a $\Delta T_{\text{SC}}$ large enough to make radiative cooling worth pursuing. As a matter of fact, the major player in rendering radiative cooling ineffective is the band gap, with the induced temperature reduction decreasing by more than a factor of 2 from 1.0 to 1.8 eV because of the the lower cell operating temperature, which is caused by the reduced thermalization of charge carriers. Finally, since both temperature reduction and temperature coefficient of the power conversion efficiency increase with increasing $\beta$ parameters, also the efficiency gain provided by the radiative cooler becomes more prominent, as can be seen on the maps in Figures 4B and 5B.

According to this extended model, our cement-based radiative cooler is expected to provide a temperature reduction of $\sim$21 K and a corresponding absolute efficiency gain of $\sim$ 1.4%, instead of the $\sim$19 K, and $\sim$ 0.7% predicted by the radiative limit, the former efficiency value being closer to the well-established thumb rule reported in the literature\(^5\) that suggests a 0.45%/K of efficiency relative increase; a better match could probably be achieved by considering also the temperature dependence of the solar cell internal quantum efficiency, which is though well beyond the purpose of the present work. At the same time, according to considerations on chemical reaction rates based on Arrhenius’ law\(^5\), this temperature reduction could extend the solar cell lifetime by a factor of four. In conclusion, the gains brought by the application of a cement-based radiative cooler to a solar cell are expected to be even better than what has been predicted in our previous analysis performed in the radiative limit.\(^6\) Given the low cost, availability and scalability of cement-based materials, the benefits-to-cost ratio is expected to be high, rendering the experimental realization of this concept extremely attractive.

At last, we have investigated the impact of the thermal contact resistance at the cell/cooler interface, which takes a decidedly important role in our proposed class of radiative coolers because of the poor adhesion properties of cement-based materials.\(^28\) To minimize the number of parameters affecting the results and preserve their universality and easy visualization, we have performed this step in the radiative limit, aware that the qualitative conclusions reached are not going to be invalidated by considering also nonradiative recombination channels. We have determined the solar cell and radiative cooler

![Figure 6](https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/pip.3758)
temperatures, which in this case become different from each other, by solving the system given in Equation (2) with respect to \( T_{SC} \) and \( T_{RC} \), with \( p_{SC}^{\text{net}} \) and \( p_{RC}^{\text{net}} \) given by Equations (1a) and (1b), respectively. We have considered a wide range of values for the interface thermal contact resistance \( h_{co}^{\text{int}} \), given our purpose to define design guidelines rather than characterize a specific device.

The results of our simulations are reported in Figure 6A,B, showing the steady-state temperature of the solar cell and the radiative cooler as a function of the solar cell band gap for several values of \( h_{co}^{\text{int}} \). When \( h_{co}^{\text{int}} > 10^{-1} \text{Wm}^{-2} \text{K}^{-1} \) (approximately), heat transfer at the interface is very effective and the solar cell and the radiative cooler are able to follow each other’s temperature, hence keeping the system into an isothermal steady-state; in this case, the approximation of perfect thermal coupling is legit. On the other hand, when \( h_{co}^{\text{int}} < 10^{-1} \text{Wm}^{-2} \text{K}^{-1} \) (approximately), heat transfer at the interface is almost completely hindered and the cell and the cooler behave as two thermally independent bodies. Of course, this leads to a much higher solar cell temperature that degrades performance and lifetime. Finally, the steady-state temperature of the solar cell varies almost linearly with \( \log_{10}(h_{co}^{\text{int}} \text{Wm}^{-1} \text{m}^{2} \text{K}) \) and a “logarithmic coefficient” quantifying the relation between \( T_{SC} \) and \( T_{RC} \) for a given \( E_g \) can be defined; these observations are clearer in the inset of Figure 6A, where the solar cell operating temperature as a function of the interface heat transfer coefficient is shown for silicon and gallium arsenide devices. Depending on the needed solar cell temperature, this coefficient can be used to define requirements for the thermal resistance at the cell/cooler interface, whose achievement must be validated experimentally. These results can be readily extended to the case of nonnegligible nonradiative recombination mechanisms, by setting the \( \beta \) parameters to the values corresponding to the solar cell considered. In conclusion, the radiative cooler must be able to fulfill the observed thermal coupling requirements, by providing a heat transfer coefficient of at least \( 1 \text{Wm}^{-2} \text{K}^{-1} \) (approximately); depending on the minimum acceptable solar cell temperature reduction, larger values might be needed and can be identified from curves analogous to the inset in Figure 6A. The interface heat transfer coefficient of a real device could be characterized experimentally\(^{12} \) on a planar sample consisting of the bottom solar cell material stacked onto a slab of the cement considered. If unsatisfactory, the adhesion properties could be tuned by taking advantage of the numerous chemical and micro-structural landscape of cement-based materials,\(^{28} \) which enable a wide control of the material properties. This tunability makes us optimistic concerning the practical realization of photovoltaic systems with cement-based radiative coolers.

4 | CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have first extended the detailed-balance model commonly employed in the literature to assess radiative coolers for solar cells, by incorporating Auger and SRH nonradiative recombination. Beside trivially reducing the overall power conversion efficiency, these mechanisms also increase the cell operating temperature and the reduction rate of its efficiency with increasing temperature.

Then, we have shown that the absolute temperature reduction and the corresponding power conversion efficiency gain become stronger when nonradiative recombination is prominent. Therefore, neglecting nonradiative recombination may lead to an underestimation of the benefits provided by a radiative cooler, with these benefits being slightly weakened, but far from negligible, in cells well-described by the radiative limit. By discussing the impact of these nonradiative recombination channels in a very general setting thanks to the introduction of the \( \beta \) terms, we have minimized the number of independent parameters and described the problem in very accessible terms, reaching conclusions independent of the specific solar cell implementation.

Next, we have demonstrated that a thermal contact resistance at the cell/cooler interface leads to their partial (or total) decoupling and identified the conditions for (approximately) perfect thermal coupling and isothermal system, complete thermal decoupling, and partial reduction of the cooling effect. We have also discussed how this model can be used to define thermal contact requirements from the specification of the temperature reduction needed to achieve the desired solar cell performance.

We have performed the extension of the detail-balance model with the intention of getting closer to the practical realization of solar cells with cement-based radiative coolers, a solution proposed in our recent work.\(^{6} \) Taking nonradiative recombination into account has allowed us to model the solar cell more realistically and prove that the benefits provided by the introduction of the cement-based radiative cooler are even more significant than previously estimated. The finite heat transfer coefficient is going to weaken these benefits, but we have defined design guidelines that should enable device engineers to identify the minimum value of this parameter needed to obtain the desired cooling performance. Given the outstanding property tunability of cement-based materials,\(^{28} \) we are optimistic concerning their capability to fulfill eventual thermal coupling requirements. The practical realization of this concept, for which we have provided some hints, is extremely attractive because of its remarkable gain-to-cost ratio and fits very well into the context of building-integrated photovoltaics. Worth noting, solar cells placed onto building structural elements have already been reported in the literature,\(^{31–33} \) although with no discussion concerning radiative cooling.

The models developed and the conclusions reached can be easily transferred to other radiative coolers, by adapting the spectral directional emissivity that enters the detailed-balance equations, and are expected to provide important guidelines toward the practical realization of novel solutions.
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